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Abstract 

Over the recent decades, a new trend in development has emerged, shining hope 

on alleviating poverty in countries with underdeveloped economies. "Micro finance" 

strives to provide financial services to people who otherwise would not have access to 

these services and resources. In doing so, it hopes to incorporate those individuals into a 

broader economy. Undoubtedly, micro financing has helped individual people, but the 

overarching effect of alleviating poverty is debatable and should be examined in order to 

draw conclusions on how micro financing as a development tool can be improved. 

This project seeks to examine the micro finance industry, specifically with the 

involvement of women in Guatemala, with theoretical and economic critiques. The 

writer's personal internship experience at a microfinance NGO "Namaste Guatemaya" in 

Guatemala, is combined with independent research of academic texts and historical 

archives at CIRMA, the "Centro de Investigaciones Regionales de Mesoamerica" in 

Antigua. 

The writer concludes that although micro finance organizations provide crucial 

help to individuals, they should not be relied on as the sole development strategy of any 

underdeveloped country, including Guatemala. Larger structural changes are crucial in 

order for true development to occur. 
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Introduction 

Over the recent decades, a new trend in development has emerged, shining hope 

on alleviating poverty for individuals living in countries with underdeveloped economies. 

This trend is referred to as "Micro finance" and it strives to provide financial services to 

people who otherwise would not have had access to these monetary services and 

resources. In doing so, it hopes to incorporate those individuals into a broader economy 

and eventually lead to a better life. Microcredit promises to lift people out of poverty, 

and according to some proponents, it will one day lead to "a world in which poverty has 

been extinguished." I 

Microfinance organizations make strong claims with powerful mottos such as 

"Ending poverty one loan at a time" 2 and "Helping Millions Help Themselves." 3 

Undoubtedly, micro finance has helped some individual people, but the overarching effect 

of alleviating poverty is highly debatable and should be examined closely in order to 

draw conclusions on how micro finance as a development tool can be more effective, and 

ultimately, improve the lives of more human beings. 

Microfinance is defined as "provision of credit, savings, and other financial 

services to lower-income groups." 4 The demand for microfinance is enormous. 

According to some estimates, at least 80 percent of 900 million households in low and 

1 Connie Bruck, "Millions for Millions," The New Yorker, October 2006, 1. 
2 Namaste Direct, "Namaste Direct: Opportunities for Women's Economic 
Development," www.namastedirect.org. (accessed September 20,2011). 
3 Accion Network, "Microlending and Microfinance Organization," www.accion.org 
(accessed November 15, 2011). 
4 Gloria Almeyda and Brian A. Branch. "Microfinance in Guatemala: The Case of 
Credit Unions," Work Council of Credit Unions Research Monograph Series, 4. 
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lower-middle-income countries do not have access to formal financial services.5 

Ultimately, microfinance organizations, whether they are sponsored by the local 

government or come in as international NGOs, lend small loans to people who otherwise 

would not have access to loans through traditional banks. In contrast to microloan 

organizations (that solely offer loans), microfinance organizations provide a broader 

range of services in addition to credit, such as savings programs or business/finance 

education. 

This project seeks to examine the microfinance industry, specifically with the 

involvement of women in Guatemala, with comparisons to micro finance projects in other 

countries across the world. The writer's personal experience working as an intern at a 

microfinance NGO called "Namaste Guatemaya" in Antigua, Guatemala, will be 

combined with independent research of books, academic journals, and historical archives 

at CIRMA, the "Centro de Investigaciones Regionales de Mesoamerica" in Antigua. 

In order to provide a complete and holistic analysis of microfinance in Guatemala, 

this paper will be divided into a number of sections. The first chapter will introduce a 

brief explanation and history of microfinance in general as a background to base further 

explanations on. Next, I will turn to the economy, and finally, the micro finance system 

in Guatemala, specifically, with relation to women. The paper then critiques the 

effectiveness of micro finance organizations intertwined with the writer's personal 

experience. 

It is not the goal of this paper to persuade the reader to lean one way or the other 

in regards to finance. Instead, the writer attempts to explore the larger framework in 

5 Marguerite S. Robinson, The Microfinance Revolution (Washington DC: 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 2001), xviii. 
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which micro finance exists in Guatemala, to uncover the contradictions it produces in real 

life situations. 

Undoubtedly, micro finance is an effective way to help individual people, as it 

allows those who were previously ignored by formal structures of government to 

participate in a larger economy, improve financial stability and strengthen small 

enterprises. 6 For women, microfinance can add the social benefit of personal 

empowerment and a stronger social safety net in optimal cases. This was evidenced in 

the author's participation at Namaste, a microfinance organization in Guatemala that 

provides micro loans and financial education to women in charge of small businesses. 

Although micro finance institutions and organizations provide crucial help to 

individuals, they cannot be relied on as the sole development strategy or poverty

alleviating tool of any underdeveloped country, including Guatemala. The paper 

concludes that larger structural changes are crucial in national and international 

economies, in order for true human and economic development to occur. While 

microfinance organizations and institutions are helpful on the individual level, in the 

general picture, microfinance organizations further perpetuate neo-liberal ideals, such as 

individualism, that clash with traditional value systems and cause devastating cultural 

effects, such as consumerism, resulting in micro finance failing as a larger-scheme 

development tool. 

6 Ibid, xviiii. 
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CHAPTER 1 

How Does Microfinance Work? 

Microfinance is a broad tenn that encompasses a number of services provided to 

people who do not have access to the financial services of traditional banks. Traditional 

banks refuse to lend to low-income people to avoid the financial risks, and because the 

cost of small loans transactions is not worth the small profit they would make. The main 

service microfinance organizations offer is microcredit (the lending of small sums of 

money), but sometimes it also includes other financial services (such as financial literacy 

education), savings programs, and even microinsurance. 7 

Furthennore, microfinance as a broader tenn describes a number of different 

groups and organizations that provide these services. Those organizations include 

"nonprofit microcredit programs, government-owned banks that operate micro finance 

units, commercial banks that create microenterprise subsidiaries, and credit unions." 8 

Therefore, not only are the international non-governmental development organizations a 

structural part of micro finance, but also government agencies have attempted to 

implement micro finance as a national development tool. 

Microfinance organizations provide very small loans to people who have been 

excluded from the fonnal banking sector and most of the time, these loans are very small, 

7 Hotze B. Lont and Otto Hospes, Livelihood and Microflnance: Anthropological and 
Sociological Perspectives on Savings and Debt (HJ Delft: Eburon Publishers, 2004), 
27. 
8 Almeyda and Branch, 4. 
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with a relatively high interest rate. These rates generally range from 20 to 80 percent, 9 

and loans can be as small as 100.00. Proponents of micro finance argue that although the 

interest rates are high, the borrowers would be charged a much higher rate if they 

borrowed from local moneylenders, and the high rate is necessary to keep the 

organizations self-sufficient. 10 Almost all of the people who borrow are using the loan 

for self-employment activities and for personal microenterprises and have to repay the 

I . h' 11 oan WIt III a year. 

Some organizations require a small amount of collateral to ensure repayment of 

loans, but many do not, allowing people without any assets to participate. What they do 

rely on, however, is "social collateral," or group pressure that acts as a powerful enforcer 

of repayment. 12 In order to receive a loan, a number of people must join together to 

form a group, and although the loans are made to each individual person, everyone in the 

group is responsible for repayment. 13 If one person does not repay, the rest of the group 

is responsible for paying the lacking funds, or in some cases, the loans are denied to the 

rest of the group. Therefore, borrowers are pressured to repay their loans in order to 

"avoid friction with their neighbors." 14 

Ideally, all of the loans are paid back on time, and the small loans provided to the 

individuals give a financial boost to expanding businesses, which leads to further 

9 Responsibility: Leading Social Investments, "Micro finance Works: Are Interest 
Rates Required by Microfinance Institutions Justifiable?" www.responsAbility.com. 
(accessed April 25, 2012). 
10 Robinson, xxiv. 
11 Jonathan Morduch, "The Microfinance Promise," Journal of Economic Literature, 
37,4 (December 1999), 1569. 
12 Ibid, 1569. 
13 Morduch, 8. 
14 Milford Bateman, Confronting Microfinance: Undermining Sustainable Development 
(Sterling: Kumarian Press, 2011), 70. 
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increases in profits, even after the loan has been repaid. In the perfect situation, this 

creates more jobs for other members of the community, and the original borrower is able 

to start a savings account. In a less perfect situation, but still a good scenario - the 

borrower uses the loan to get through a difficult time financially (for example, in case of 

an emergency), without suffering any dire consequences that negatively affect their 

livelihood. 

Brief History of the Emergence of Microfinance 

The use of credit as a method of economic expansion and poverty alleviation has 

been used for decades. Beginning in the 1950s, governments attempted to design 

subsidized rural credit programs to encourage agriculture and economic growth in 

developing countries. However, these programs mostly proved ineffective, as they had 

high loan defaults, losses, and did not reach as many people as was anticipated. 15 

With the world policies switching into neoliberalism in the 1970s, the number of 

non-governmental organizations increased greatly to fill a void of services that the 

government wasn't providing. David Harvey writes, "NGOs have grown and 

proliferated under neoliberalism, giving rise to the illusion that opposition mobilized 

outside the state apparatus and within some separate entity called 'civil society' is the 

powerhouse of oppositional politics and social transformation.,,16 The role of 

microfinance NGOs as well microfinance institutions in today's neoliberal climate will 

be discussed further in this paper, with the main point being that the negative effect of 

15 Robinson, 53. 
16 David Harvey, Spaces o/Global Capitalism (London: Verso, 2006), 28. 
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microfinance organizations is perpetuating neoliberal ideals of success in Western eyes

independence, individualism, and limitless financial profit. 

The modem meaning of microfinance emerged during the 1970s, specifically with 

the birth of the well-known microfinance organization The Grameen Bank, founded in 

1976 by Muhammad Yenus, an economics professor at Chittagong University. Yenus 

realized that the best way to help people was to give them small loans, and when local 

banks refused to make those loans, the Grameen Bank was born. 17 Grameen Bank was 

founded in Bangladesh, and today the Bank has over 7.5 million borrowers, 97 percent of 

whom are women. According to the Grameen Bank website, "65 percent of them 

(borrowers) have managed to clearly improve their socio-economic conditions and lifted 

themselves out of extreme poverty." The Bank is also considered a success in the 

microfinance industry, as it is completely self-sufficient, and not dependent on donor 

money. It also places special attention on providing services besides loans alone - for 

example, monitoring the education of children, and also offering loan that ensure access 

to clean drinking water, and adequate housing. 

The Grameen Bank's website claims, "In Grameen, we see the poor people as 

human "bonsai". If a healthy seed of a giant tree is planted in a flower-pot, the tree that 

will grow will be a miniature version of the giant tree. It is not because of any fault in the 

seed, because there is no fault in the seed. It is only because the seed has been denied of 

the real base to grow on. People are poor because society has denied them the real social 

and economic base to grow on. They are given only "flower-pots" to grow on. 

Grameen's effort is to move them from the "flower-pot" to the real soil of the society." 

17 Bruck, 2. 
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In 2006, The Grameen Bank and Muhammad Yenus received the Nobel Peace Prize 

award, and the Committee commended the Bank for its "efforts to create economic and 

social development from below." 18 

As the success of the Grameen Bank grew, the development industry's excitement 

about the new solution to world's poverty - microfinance, snowballed during the 1980s. 

The Grameen Bank's lending methods of group peer pressure were adopted by a number 

of institutions in all parts of the world. At that time, the principles of commercial finance 

were applied to the micro finance market with the purpose of making micro finance more 

self-sufficient. New methodologies were developed including "individual and group 

lending, new financial products suitable for poor borrowers and savers, interest rate 

spreads that permit institutional profits, innovative operating methods and information 

systems, widely dispersed small service outlets, specialized staff training and incentives, 

the financing of loan portfolios from locally mobilized savings and from commercial debt 

and investment." 19 That was the time when micro finance organizations developed from 

charity organizations that functioned based on donation into self-sufficient institutions. 

However, not all organizations took this path, and many still function on the basis of 

donations and government subsidies. 

According to Marguerite Robinson, during the 1990s, micro finance began to 

develop into an industry. The microcredit sector grew fast supported by the enthusiasm 

and belief of its proponents that it was the solution to global poverty and it was followed 

18 Bank for the Poor, Grameen Bank, "Grameen Bank - Bank for the Poor - A Short 
History of Grameem Bank" 
http://www.grameen.com/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=19&Ite 
mid=114. (accessed November 23, 2011). 
19 Robinson, 53. 
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by major changes. 20 The number of micro finance organizations grew exponentially, 

nonbank micro finance intennediaries and rating agencies sprung up, and teaching 

programs on microfinance emerged in schools. 21 Many institutions switched to 

becoming self-sustainable. 

In 1997, the world's first Microcredit Summit took place, 22 in Washington DC 

with over 2,900 delegates from 137 countries participating. The Summit launched a 

campaign to offer credit to 100 million of the world's poorest families by 2005, and this 

goal was reached in 2007. Today, it is a global network that links all organizations in the 

micro finance sector. Its four core themes are: "reaching the poorest, reaching and 

empowering women, building financially self-sufficient institutions, and ensuring a 

positive, measurable on the lives of the clients and their families.,,23 

CHAPTER 2 

History of Women and the Economy in Guatemala 

Guatemala has a difficult history, and has traveled a tumulus journey in order to 

arrive at present day. The effects of the Civil War that lasted from 1960 to 1996 and the 

mass genocide of the Mayan population are still lingering in modem society. It is evident 

that the country has a long way to go to repair itself socially, culturally, and 

economically. Whether walking through the streets of Guatemala City or Antigua, the 

stark social and economic inequalities are literally all around - with barefoot children 

20 Lont and Hospes, 27. 
21 Robinson, 55. 
22 Lont and Hospes, 27. 
23 The Microcredit Summit Campaign, "Summits and Conferences- The Microcredit 
Summit Program, " http://www.microcreditsummit.org!summits and conferences! 
(accessed November 23,2011). 
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selling gum by the pieces, while expensive BMWs zoom by. We must keep the 

complicated historical context in mind when attempting to embrace this reality, and in 

order to understand the economic conditions that Guatemalan women face. 

Brief Historic Overview of the Guatemalan Economy 

The Guatemalan economy has been shaky over five centuries, beginning with its 

colonial roots, when most people worked on the land, and were forced to work for 

wealthy landowners, most of whom were foreigners. The principal exports were sugar, 

indigo, cochineal dye, and coffee, and Guatemalan economy depended on exports right 

from the start, while the dependence on forced labor originated at the beginning of 

Guatemalan history and continued onward, as well. According to Sheldon Annis, "The 

principal crops of successive export economies change, but the social organization of 

'colonial relations' did not. Although slavery was formally abolished shortly after the 

Conquest, forced payment of tribute or labor, which amounted to much the same thing, 

continued until just forty years ago." 24 

Coffee and bananas were almost always a crucial part of the Guatemalan 

economy, and "an agroexport elite class, both military and civilian, has dominated the 

political institutions" 25 leaving the rest of the popUlation to fend for themselves. 

Meanwhile, countless leaders beginning with the Liberal dictators continuing to the 

ruthless dictators of the Civil War attempted to promote industrialization to solve 

Guatemala's economic and social problems. 

24 Sheldon Annis, "God and Production in a Guatemalan Town" (Austin: University of 
Texas Press, 1987), 17. 
25 Paul J. Dosal, "The Political Economy of Guatemalan Industrialization, 1871-1948: 
The Career of Carlos P. Novella," The Hispanic American Historical Review 68,2 (May, 
1988): 323. 
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In 1871, the "Liberal Revolution" in Guatemala began under Justo Rufino 

Barrios, who promoted efforts to modernize the country and improve the economy. At 

that time, Guatemala's main crop became coffee, and this "coffee boom" relied on forced 

and unpaid labor of the indigenous population. 26 German immigrants were heavily 

involved in investing and exploiting the coffee growing industry in Guatemala. 

The United States became deeply involved in the Guatemalan economy at that 

time as well, with the introduction of three major companies: United Fruit Company, 

Electric Bond and Share, and International Railways of Central America. Those 

companies were able to dominate the political and economic scene in Guatemala until 

1944, by exploiting the cheap labor force, bypassing taxes, and extracting resources. 

They changed the economic structure of Guatemala immensely, by bringing modem 

forms of industrial organization, a new occupational structure, and introducing the "wage 

laborer" class into a society that was compromised by forced labor prior to that. 27 That 

was the economic past that we must take into account in order to understand why 

Guatemala was so poor during the 20th and 21 5t centuries, why poverty persists, and the 

economic climate that requires microfinance organizations today. 

In 1944, a period called "The Ten Years of Spring" began after a revolution that 

overthrew Jorge Ubi co, a dictator who supported United Sates investments and 

involvement in the Guatemalan economy. During the "Ten Years of Spring", the 

presidents Jose Arevalo (1945- I 95 I) and Jacobo Arbenz (1951-1954) addressed the 

issues of the Guatemalan economy in a way that would benefit all citizens, as opposed to 

26 Norma S. Chinchilla, "Industrialization, Capitalism, and Women's Work in 
Guatemala," Women and National Development: The Complexities o/Change 3, 1 
(Autumn, 1977): 40. 
27 Ibid, 41 
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only American companies and the Guatemalan elite. During that time, the "soft line" 

policy of industrialization prevailed, characterized by "agrarian reform, increased 

consumption, improvement of the standard of living, alleviation of gross inequities, 

regulation of foreign investment, and policies favoring public investment and the middle 

class." 28 It seemed like Guatemala was on the path to providing strong economic 

opportunities and benefits to its citizens. 

The first president, Jose Arevalo brought social and economic changes to 

Guatemala that improved life for the general public, such as increased political freedom, 

a Social Security system, and the Labor Code, which allowed agricultural workers to 

unionize, offered protection from unfair dismissals, and guaranteed the right to strike. 29 

Arevalo's innovations made a positive impact on individual people - agricultural workers 

finally had rights in the face of foreign companies that exploited them before. Arevalo 

also attempted to speed up the capitalist industrialization process in Guatemala. In 1947, 

he declared industrialization a national emergency. The Industrial Development Law was 

enacted, designed to "diversify production, increase national wealth, provide employment 

opportunities, and improve the standard of living." 30 However, those changes were not 

widespread. Although Arevalo was trying to improve the lives of all the average 

workers, he was mostly reaching Guatemala City, and not the countryside, where most of 

Guatemala's population lived. 

During Arevalo's presidency, the political relationship between Guatemala and 

the United States became strained. Arevalo did not allow American companies to 

28 Ibid, 44. 
29 Piero Gleijeses, Shattered Hope (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991),41. 
30 Dosal, 323. 
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exploit Guatemalan land and labor without paying fair wages, and this angered the 

owners of companies such as UFCO, who had political ties back in the United States. 

Arevalo did not to force all foreign capital out of the country; on the contrary, as 

Chinchilla writes, "Foreign investors were to be welcomed as long as they obeyed 

indigenous labor laws. The Guatemalan state was to assume a larger role in planning, 

directing, and regulating investment." 31 However, the American companies were not 

used to obeying any laws other than their own, and so, the relations between Guatemala 

and the United States deteriorated. 

When President Jacobo Arbenz came to power in 1951, the United States hoped 

that American-Guatemalan relations would improve and that Arbenz would put an end to 

the "socialist" reforms of Arevalo. The American government was in for a surprise. 

Gleijeses writes, "Jacobo Arbenz betrayed the hopes of the Truman administration. Had 

he been the opportunist the Americans anticipated, had he been the cynic they expected, 

he would have used the power of the presidency to court the Americans ... Instead he 

advanced along an unprecedented and increasingly dangerous road. His presidency 

would be marked by three departures: agrarian reform, close ties to the Communist Party, 

stubborn defiance of the United States." 32 

The agrarian reform was intended to tremendously affect the economy and the 

economic well being of individuals. Arbenz forced large landowners to sell the land 

they were not using back to the government and redistributed it amongst common people. 

Jim Handy writes, "As proposed, the agrarian reform was a moderate attempt towards 

more efficient use of the land, to increase national output by depriving inefficient 

31 Chinchilla, 43. 
32 Gleijeses, 134. 
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landlords of their excess land. This land would be given to landless Indian peasants who 

would cultivate it more intensively (as they had demonstrated a propensity to do). 33" The 

agrarian reform was a success both economically and socially, as evidenced in the 

significant increase of GNP per capita (55.56 to 180.55) and public investment 

($2,981,500 to $29,294,700) as well as exports ($20,154,242 to $107,794,300) and other 

economic factors. The impact on individual human lives was significant as well: over 

100,000 landless peasants, most of whom were Indian, received valuable farming land, 

and many more were expected to benefit from the agrarian reform. 34 

Unfortunately, that road to economic and social success was cut short by the 

United States intervention. The agrarian reforms put into place by Jacobo Arbenz 

angered many powerful international forces, and more specifically, the United Fruit 

Company, that had ties with the CIA. In 1954, the United States staged a coup d'etat of 

the Jacobo Arbenz government, claiming that he had communist ties. The CIA had the 

help of Castillo Armas (who later became dictator in Guatemala) and Anastasio Somoza 

(Nicaraguan dictator at the time), 35 and together, those powerful forces overthrew 

Arbenz, whose quest for land, economic, and social justice came to an abrupt end. 

Although the United Fruit Company is no longer a force in the Guatemalan economy, the 

effects of its interventions are still felt by thousands of people. 36 

A dictator after dictator ran Guatemala for the entire time after the overthrow of 

Jacobo Arbenz, until the Peace Accords of 1996 took place, and it was during that period 

that the atrocious Guatemalan Civil War (1960-1996) broke out. It is impossible to 

33 Jim Handy, Gift of the Devil (Canada: Between the Lines, 1984), 128. 
34 Ibid, 129. 
35 Gleijeses, 201. 
36 W. George Lovell, A Beauty that Hurts, p.142 
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convey the brutality and the horror of the countless human right violations committed by 

the Guatemalan army against the Guatemalan people, and though this paper is focusing 

solely on the Guatemalan economy and micro finance, it is important that we recognize 

the aftereffects of the Guatemalan Civil War, as a lasting legacy of violence and fear it 

has left in the country. 

As soon as Arbenz was overthrown and exiled out of the country, Castillo Armas, 

and the dictators who followed him undid Arbenz's reforms and economic and social 

advancements. The "soft line" policy on industrialization was replaced with a "hard line" 

policy. The soft line policy included positive changes such as the agrarian reform, the 

regulation of foreign investments, and the improvements in standard of living. On the 

contrary, the "hard line" policy allowed foreign investment without any strict regulations 

by the state. The "hard line" policy resulted in more foreign involvement, an increased 

production, but not a growth in jobs or improvement in conditions for the general pUblic. 

According to Chinchilla, "A United States AID study reported that U.S. investment in 

Guatemala accounts for 11 percent of the total direct investment, but only 1 percent of the 

labor force; the national average of people employed per $100,000 of total assets is 658, 

as compared to 58 for U.S. capital." 37 This statistic is shocking because you would 

logically expect that one of the benefits of foreign investment for an underdeveloped 

country is the creation of new jobs for the local population, but sadly, that was not the 

case. Because there were so few industrial jobs available, most of the population was 

left to work in agricultural production on scarce amounts of land, as it had, years before. 

37 Chinchilla, 47. 
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The "hard line" policy on industrialization that was put in place by dictators in the 

years 1955 to 1996 continues today, and agricultural production still employs about half 

of the work force. 38 Guatemala has an extremely large informal sector - almost three 

quarters of Guatemalans work in the informal economy. 39 Those who are left out of the 

formal job sector are also consequentially left out of the formal banking sector, which 

give people no access to loans if they don't have a formal business established and 

registered in the government. Without access to credit and savings services, those who 

work in the informal economies almost have no way of escaping. For those reasons, 

modem Guatemala has a perfect economic climate for NGO micro finance organizations 

to try to make an impact. 

The Role of Women in the Guatemalan Economy 

Now that we are aware of the history of the Guatemalan economy, we are able to 

discuss the role of women in this broader context. During my time at Namaste as an 

intern whose purpose was to conduct "client satisfaction" surveys, I was privileged to 

interact with many local hard-working women who gave me a private glimpse into the 

Guatemalan economy today from their perspective. My notions of a "small business" 

and entrepreneurship were entirely changed when I began working in that organization. 

As my fellow interns and I travelled to small villages located around Antigua, I was 

welcomed into the homes of the small-scale businesswomen, where I learned what a 

"small business" truly means to the women receiving micro loans. 

38 Wordpess.org, "Guatemala", 2012, http://worldpress.org/profiles/guatemaia.cfm 
39 J.T. Way, The Mayan in the Mall: Globalization, Development, and the Making of 
Modern Guatemala (Durkham: Duke University Press, 2012), 2. 
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In most cases, the women I spoke with ran their own business right in their own 

homes, allowing them to combine domestic work, taking care of children, and generating 

some extra money for the family. On one occasion, as we entered the house of Maria, a 

woman leading the group of borrowers in Santa Lucia, Milpas Alpas, r noticed a small 

vegetable stand in front of her house - the family business. Many of the other women I 

interviewed were in a hurry to get home to take care of their children, and continue 

running their food stands, cooking tamales to sell, or feeding the chicken. 

Common entrepreneurial activities of women in the Guatemalan economy 

include growing vegetables, selling tamales in a "comedor", running "tiendas", selling 

used clothes at the "pacas", and growing and selling chicken. Most of these activities can 

be easily combined with domestic responsibilities. According to Tracy Ehlers, an 

anthropologist who studied women's work and gender relations in San Pedro, 

Sacatepequez, "local women rarely differentiate between work for income and domestic 

housework, combining them instead under the rubric of la lucha, i.e., what a woman must 

do simply to keep her family alive from one day of hard work to the next." 40 I also 

found this to be true: most women were not running businesses separately from the home, 

and it was additional income to help the family. 

It is worthwhile to note that there are some women who are involved in work 

outside of the home. The majority of these jobs include nursing, teaching, and social 

work, and they provide women with a monthly salary and economic mobility. However, 

as Ehlers writes, "While modem occupations may expand female money-making 

potential, they restructure the worker-product relationships so as to deprive women of the 

40 Tracy Ehlers, Silent Looms: Women and Production in a Guatemalan Town. Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 2000 : 52. 
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control of their own labor, a critical element in traditional work." 41 The effects of 

modernization and capitalism on women in the national workforce is an important topic 

of its own, and due to the fact that this paper is exploring how micro finance affects 

women's lives, I must focus on women who own their own businesses and who are not 

involved in wage labor. 

CHAPTER 3 

Microfinance in Guatemala 

Guatemala ranks very low in many social indicators among other countries in 

Central America, and widespread poverty is an indisputable problem. Although the 

government has been trying to implement development projects to decrease the poverty 

problem, "the lack of governmental investment in human capital affects labor 

productivity and income potential." 42 This forces people to rely on themselves in order 

to make a living. 

During the mid and late 1980s, the Guatemalan government attempted to 

formalize some of the microenterprises in the informal sector and integrate them into the 

formal economy by offering loans and technical assistance. That process began in 1987, 

when the government began to provide assistance to microenterprises in the city. 43 At 

that time, a program was developed to extend assistance to micro businesses throughout 

the country. That program was introduced in 1987 by the Vice President, Roberto 

Carpio Nicolle and was called SIMME, which stands for "Sistema Multiplicador de 

41 Ibid, 54. 
42 Almeyada and Branch, 4. 
43 Secretarfa de Relaciones Ptiblicas, Presidencia de la Republica. 25 de Marzo, 1987. 
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Microempresarios." SIMME was intended to assist any businesses that had the 

opportunity of employing two people, and was created in order to increase the number of 

jobs available to the general public. The program was funded by the Guatemalan 

government as well as a number of international organizations such as USAID, "EI 

Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo", "La Comunidad Econ6nomica Europea", "La 

Organizaci6n de Paises Exportadores de Petr6Ieo", and also the Belgium, Taiwan, and 

Chinese governments. 44 At the start of the program, foreign funders provided $37.2 

million, while the Guatemalan government gave $5.6 million. To execute the program, 

the government enlisted the help ofNGOs to organize owners of micro businesses and 

provide financial advice; meanwhile government and private banks provided the 

administration of the loans. That was the formal beginning of the microfinance sector in 

Guatemala. 45 

After a few years, the SIMME Program proved to be too costly, inefficient, and 

overly bureaucratic. That lead to difficulties in loan repayments, and the program was 

slowly phased out. 46 

Today, the microfinance sector in Guatemala is highly diversified with a 

multitude of organizations striving to provide micro finance services to the popUlation. 

Private banks still dominate the financial sector in Guatemala, but it is difficult to obtain 

a loan for a micro business from them, and they have a high minimum amount as a 

requirement for application. There are also government banks that try to stimulate 

agriculture, but applying for a loan from them is also difficult. Other providers of loans 

44 "En Marcha Sistema Multiplicador de Microempresarios (SIMME)," Diario Prensa 
Libre, November 10, 1987. 
45 "Que es EI SIMME," Prensa Libre, October 2, 1988. 
46 Almeyda and Branch,S. 
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include credit unions, finance companies, and nongovernmental organizations, both 

Guatemalan and international. Such proliferation of microfinance institutions has 

resulted in them spreading out from Guatemala City into more rural areas and in more 

competitive interest rates for clients. 47 

What Microfinance Looks Like in Real Life - A Positive Outlook 

When I first started hearing about microfinance, admittedly, I had very idealistic 

notions about micro finance helping thousands of people, and making a noticeable 

difference in people's lives and the local economy. As I began my research, and 

encountered various critiques of microfinance, both theoretical and economic, those 

idealistic preconceptions I had began to change and I grew disillusioned. 

Nonetheless, when I had my first meeting with the Namaste staff, and later, as I 

travelled with them to loan meetings and academic sessions, and ultimately, when I met 

and interacted with the women receiving loans, I realized that the advantages and 

disadvantages of microfinance were not so black and white. While there are some 

definite fall backs in microfinance, which I will discuss further in the paper, there are real-

life people who are evidently benefitting from it, and we cannot fully dismiss 

micro finance as a development strategy for that reason. 

Bob Graham, an American, founded Namaste in 2004. 48 The organization is still 

based in the United States, but in Guatemala, local leaders handle all of the business 

advising and education sessions. The fact that locally, Namaste is run by Guatemalans 

makes this organization stand out as one that is involved in participatory development, as 

47 Almeyda and Branch, 4. 
48 Namastedirect.org, 2012. 
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opposed to foreign-run development. I discovered that currently, the organization works 

with the Guatemalan government-based loan agency, F APE (Fundaci6n de Asistencia 

para la Pequefia Empresa), to secure money for the loans. When we attended the loan 

payback meetings, there was always a government representative collecting the money as 

well as a Namaste staff member conducting private business meetings, or teaching a 

financial literacy lesson. 

The most favorable aspect ofNamaste as a micro finance organization is that it 

does not solely provide loans (although the loans that they do provide are carefully 

selected to make sure the borrower will be able to pay it back, with a very optimal 

interest rate of 2% - much lower than most microfinance organizations). In addition to 

providing manageable loans, Namaste requires that every borrower attend financial 

literacy classes, and meet with her business advisor monthly. It was during those 

monthly meetings that I completed my job as an intern for Namaste with two other 

students. Our job was to conduct "client satisfaction surveys" which included a series of 

questions in order to determine whether Namaste was making a difference in the clients' 

lives. For me, it was an opportunity to interact with amazing Guatemalan women, and see 

the effect micro finance has in real life, as opposed to academic texts. 

One of the most impressive aspects of working for Namaste was that we, the 

interns, were invited to participate and work at the 5th Annual Namaste Conference, in 

which nearly one hundred Guatemalan women took part. The conference was held in the 

town of Panajachel by Lago Atitlan and it lasted three days. Namaste provided 

transportation for all women who decided to participate. Although the transportation was 

not made up of private cars, but rather colorful local "chicken busses", the conference 
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was an incredible opportunity for many of the women to leave their daily worries behind, 

and all of the women with whom I spoke felt honored to be there. 

The conference consisted of several workshops for the women, on topics ranging 

from paying taxes, to jewelry making, to customer service. Three meals were served 

every day, which was a welcome break from cooking for most of the women. There were 

daily social activities such as games and movie nights, as well as a professional 

photographer who took beautiful pictures, and each participant received a photograph of 

herself as a gift. 

One of my jobs was to run around and try to catch all of the women who didn't 

have their picture taken yet to the photographer. This was quite a challenge due to my 

broken Spanish but it forced me to break the ice and get over my shyness when 

interacting with the women. This was a crucial turning point in my experiential 

research, as I was finally able to interact with women one-on-one and learn about their 

perspectives. 

The most important thing I learned was that Namaste was truly making a 

difference in those women's lives, which made me realize that despite the criticism of 

development strategies (and microfinance, in particular), there are people on the 

receiving end who are happy, and who feel like they are being helped. During some of 

the social interactions at the conference, several women got up and shared their stories 

about abusive husbands, and how Namaste helped them not feel alone. At the end of the 

conference, many women cried and hugged and thanked the organizers. It was truly an 

emotional and heartwarming experience. 
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In my client satisfaction surveys, all but one woman said that Namaste improved 

their lives. It is important to note that some of the women may have been hesitant to say 

anything negative to me, as a representative ofNamaste, and also, as an outsider in their 

society. However, with most respondents, I felt a very genuine response, and especially 

at the conference, the women were enthusiastic about the positive role Namaste played in 

their lives. 

In a research study exploring micro finance in Guatemala and its effect on 

women's empowerment, Mark Joseph Carrato shared experiences similar to mine. He 

found that on a personal level, micro finance helps many women in extreme situations, 

and most women say that micro finance has improved their economic wellbeing and lives 

as a whole. Although the difference in some of the women's lives was remarkable, at the 

same time, Carrato concluded that it is difficult to make overarching statements about 

microfinance providing empowerment and resulting in other non-economic benefits. 49 

On the other hand, he discovers that microfinance provides immediate help to 

people who are struggling to break out of poverty, a conclusion that I arrived at as well. 

Carrato writes, "The cash burdens in these communities include economic needs present 

in most circumstance of poverty, insufficient cash: to provide a balanced diet, to meet 

school expenses, to address health concerns or practice preventative medicine. In 

combination, this leads to a general inability to build an economic base from which to 

49 Mark Joseph Carrato, "Mujeres de Milpa: An Analysis o/the Relationship Between 
Gendered Economic justice, Microfinance and Women's Empowerment in the 
Highlands o/Guatemala," A thesis presented to the Interdisciplinary Studies 
Program: International Studies and the Graduate School of the University of Oregon, 
2002: 266. 
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break from cycles of poverty. ,,50 Receiving a loan helps the borrower to address the need 

for insufficient cash at that moment - which is crucial for people who are trying to 

survive on a day-to-day basis. At times, this crucial help comes at a moment that can 

make a significant difference in a person's life for example at a time when the market is 

profitable, and the loan can turn a significant profit. In the larger scheme of economics in 

people's lives, however, those loans help insignificantly. 

CHAPTER 4 

THEORETICAL CRITIQUES 

Seeing like a State - What the State Sees in Terms of Microfinance 

Starting in the late 1980s, even before the boom of the microfinance industry was 

occurring all across the world, the Guatemalan government began to show interest in 

local microenterprises, by implementing the SIMME program which was mentioned 

earlier in this paper. It is worthwhile to examine why exactly the national Guatemalan 

government supports and funds so many of the microfinance projects. Examining why 

international governments are so interested in providing aid to global micro finance 

organizations is also worthwhile; however, this paper will focus solely on national 

government involvement, in interests of time and space. 

A number of books and articles explore the role of governments in economic 

development and their interest in control of modem societies. One such book is Seeing 

Like a State written by James Scott. Scott describes the role of the state in attempting to 

seize full control over societies, since the beginning of time, by measures such as 

50 Ibid, 279. 
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standardization and simplification of measurements. In the high-modernist societies of 

today, the techniques for controlling individuals and land have become more honed and 

precise. 

Scott's work on government perspectives is useful when studying the role of the 

Guatemalan government in the micro finance sector. Scott writes, "The modem state, 

through its officials, attempts with varying success to create a terrain and a population 

with precisely those standardized characteristics that will be easiest to monitor, count, 

assess, and manage." 51 How does this statement relate to the state of Guatemala 

today? 

When reading newspaper articles from the time period of government programs in 

the microfinance sector, one of the most prevalent themes that stands out is that this 

program will allow people who work in the informal sector to enter the formal sector of 

the economy. Roberto Carpio Nicolle, the Vice President who started SIMME in 

Guatemala, explicitly states, "Credito, capacitacion y comercializacion, son aspectos que 

van unidos para el desarrollo del microempresario, el que a corto plazo debe dejar el 

sector informal para convertirse en un empresario formal." 52 (English translation: 

Credit, training, and commercialization are aspects that will be united to develop the 

small business, which should quickly move from the informal sector to tum into a formal, 

recognized business). A sign of a healthy economy is a large percentage of formal jobs; 

however, it seems that there is more to this statement than genuine concern. If we apply 

Scott's theory of "thinking like a state" and attempt to think like the Guatemalan state, we 

51 James Scott, Seeing Like a State (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998),81-82. 
52 "Fortalecen programa de microempresarios," Prensa Libre, September 4, 1989. 
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could see why exactly they would like to have more of its population working in the 

formal economy - it is easier to "monitor, count, assess, and manage." 

Scott argues, "Many state activities aim at transforming the population, space, and 

nature under their jurisdiction into the closed systems that offer no surprises and that can 

best be observed and controlled." 53 People who work in informal economies are not 

easily controlled, and could definitely offer some unexpected surprises, but efforts to 

measure and control the informal sector have been futile. There is research indicating 

that even the most expensive and exhaustive censuses of the informal sector miss a good 

portion of people involved. 54 It is no wonder that the Guatemalan government seeks to 

bring so many of the small informal businesses into the national, formal economy. 

Also, the newspaper articles written during this period emphasize the need of the 

country to increase productivity in order to have further development. 55 The state, 

especially the neoliberal state (neoliberalism will be discussed in the next section of this 

paper), seeks to increase production and consumption in the economy, and this is evident 

in Guatemalan economic policies. Scott writes, "Where the premodern state was content 

with a level of intelligence sufficient to allow it to keep order, extract taxes, and raise 

armies, the modem state increasingly aspired to 'take in charge' the physical and human 

resources of the nation and make them more productive." 56 It is almost as if the state 

wants to have full control of every human life in the country and to make sure that 

everyone is doing what the state wants. 

53 Scott, 82. 
54 Christine E. Bose and Edna Acosta-Belen, Women in the Latin American 
Development Process (philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 1995), 218. 
55 "Que Es El SIMME," Prensa Libre, October 2, 1988 
56 Scott, 51. 
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Another important point that Scott emphasizes in Seeing Like a State is the desire 

of the state to tax its citizens. When owners of microenterprises begin to work with 

micro finance organizations, whether they are governmental or not, the owners have to 

pay taxes. Though many do not claim their taxes correctly (as was witnessed in my 

experience as an intern in Namaste), the fact is - once you are recognized as a business 

by the government, you are responsible for paying taxes. According to Scott, "They 

(state officials and agrarian reformers) were driven by the desire to break the hold of the 

community over the individual household and to move from collective taxation of the 

whole community to a tax on individual landholders." 57 Though today many 

individuals may not own land, they do own businesses, and taxing businesses is one of 

the most effective ways for governments to increase their revenue. Integrating informal 

businesses into the formal economy is a sure way to increase tax income for the 

government. 

James Ferguson has written extensively on the "instrument" unintended effects of 

development projects and what this means for the government. He writes specifically 

about development projects in Lesotho, which fail at actually helping local people, 

despite billions of dollars being pumped into their country to help specifically them. 

Ferguson writes that the reasons these projects fail are unknown and ambiguous

countless project directors attempt to make a difference without really making one. The 

main problem with development projects in general is that "Whatever interests may be at 

work, and whatever they may think they are doing, they can only operate through a 

complex set of social and cultural structures so deeply embedded and so ill-perceived that 

57 Scott, 41. 
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the outcome may be only a baroque and unrecognizable transformation of the original 

intention." 58 

This is definitely the case in Guatemala. Though many micro finance projects 

have the best intentions at heart, and are truly coming up with innovative ways of helping 

people, the economic, academic, and political structures run very deep, and unfortunately, 

those structures put most of the Guatemalan population at a disadvantage. Until true 

political changes are made (land reform, broader education access, and end to political 

corruption) that give the opportunity for every Guatemalan to succeed, projects such as 

microfinance will only be putting a band-aid on the problem, instead of fixing it at the 

core. 

A more worrisome issue with development projects is that they have a 

"depoliticizing" effect, according to Ferguson, an effect that makes it seem like the 

government has no responsibility or fault when it comes to the general problem of 

poverty. They expand bureaucratic state power by providing more tools for control-

such as roads and records of people receiving the help. Ultimately, development projects 

allow the government to have more control, while reinforcing the same structures that 

lead to the poverty in the first place. 59 

How does this play out in the microfinance industry in Guatemala? As was 

mentioned earlier, when people apply for loans from micro finance institutions, whether 

they are national government-based or international NGOs, they move from an informal 

to a formal economy - meaning the government has knowledge of this person, and can 

58 James Ferguson, The Anti-Politics Machine: "Development," Depolitization, and 
Bureaucratic Power in Lesotho (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1994), 
17. 
59 Ibid, 256. 
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track him or her for tax purposes. It is debatable whether the poverty structure is 

reinforced or not by micro finance (some individuals are able to expand their businesses 

and start to save, etc., while others plunge further into debt, and many others are not 

better or worse off than before the loan). In any event, microfinance projects most 

certainly are de-politicizing, due to the fact that they push the responsibility of getting out 

of poverty on to those who are born into it. 

Many proponents of micro finance genuinely believe that if given the proper 

financial tools, people will be able to escape poverty. The founder of Grameen Bank, 

Muhammad Yunus, famously stated, "We can create a poverty-free world, if we want 

to ... In that kind of world, (the) only place you can see poverty is in the museum. When 

school children will be on a tour of the poverty museum, they will be horrified to see the 

misery and indignity of human beings. They will blame their forefather for tolerating this 

inhuman condition to continue in a massive way." 60 But when receiving a loan, it is still 

the responsibility of those receiving the loans to use the loan wisely, develop an 

innovative and profitable business plan, lift themselves out of poverty, and while doing 

this, create jobs for other people in poverty. The next section of this paper will explore 

the primary definition of "success" and the very specific way microfinance encourages 

people to succeed. 

Microfinance as Penetration of Neoliberalism Ideals 

The basic principles backing micro finance as a development strategy are 

ultimately based on the capitalistic ideal of entrepreneurialism. Capitalists' idea of 

60 Bateman, 65. 
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national economic success is heavily dependent on individual enterprises leading to 

economic development in an entire country. This development strategy does not include 

the need for government involvement and regulations to the economy as part of 

improving the lives of people, but rather emphasizes free trade among nations and the 

encouragement of private enterprises. Initially, neoliberalism left out "the little people" 

struggling to develop their micro-businesses today, out of the global financial system. 

However, micro finance organizations absorb these people, and incorporate them back 

into the larger system, both through economic and academic routes. We will explore 

these routes in the following section. 

Today's capitalist economic structure is directly related to and relies upon 

neoliberalism as a national policy. Neoliberalism emerged during the late 1970s and 

expanded globally throughout the 1980s. 61 The basic goal of neoliberalism is to create a 

strong environment for capitalism to take its course. Harvey writes, "The fundamental 

mission of the neo-liberal state is to create a 'good business climate' and therefore to 

optimize conditions for capital accumulation no matter what the consequences for 

employment and social well-being ... The neo-liberal state looks to further the cause of 

and to facilitate and stimulate (by tax breaks for corporations and other concessions as 

well as infrastructural provision at state expense if necessary) all business interests, 

arguing that this will foster growth and innovation and that this is the only way to 

eradicate poverty and to deliver, in the long run, higher living standards for the mass of 

the population." 62 

61 Harvey, 15. 
62 Harvey, 25. 
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The last two lines of David Harvey's segment sound oddly familiar when 

compared to research that applauds the use of microfinance institutions as tools for 

development. One such article is "Microfinance and Poverty Alleviation" written by 

Kamal Vatta. According to Vatta, credit plays a crucial role in helping people out of 

poverty. He writes, "Perpetual poverty and lack of adequate credit have remained the 

major constraints in the economic upliftment of rural households. Credit promotes 

capital investment and adoption of new technology, leading ultimately to better standards 

of life due to increased production and incomes.,,63 

This statement reveals the basic framework that micro-credit agencies rely on in 

order to alleviate poverty. This framework is ultimately based on neo-liberal and 

capitalist ideals of investment and credit leading to better standards of life. Microfinance 

organizations grew as a consequence of neoliberalism leaving people out of the global 

system, but regrettably, the solutions they offer to help the underprivileged people are 

still based on neo-liberalist ideas of what success and development is. These ideals view 

profit as the sole motivation for business, without taking human or environmental costs 

into account. These values also place high importance on the individual, as opposed to 

society. 

Some members of microfinance organizations and those who contribute to them 

openly say that the poor are entrepreneurs themselves, if only they given the proper tools. 

According to Janet McKinley, a Grameen Foundation donor who used to run a major 

mutual fund and retired at the age of forty-nine to work in microfinance, some of the 

people who donate to microfinance are fascinated by the idea that their money could help 

63 Kamal Vatta, "Microfinance and Poverty Alleviation," Economic and Political 
Weeki}' 38,5 (February 2003): 432. 
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immensely. She says, "All these wealthy entrepreneurs loved it, because they say, 'This 

woman is an entrepreneur - just smaller scale. '" 64 It is almost as if the wealthy 

entrepreneurs running the micro finance organizations are fascinated by how alike the 

entrepreneurs in developing countries are to them, and are happy to encourage similar 

endeavors. However, it is not that simple, and entrepreneurs in developed and 

developing countries are not that similar to each other. In a wittingly opinionated article 

by Leah Stern, who is a blogger for "Innovations for Poverty Action," she writes, "It 

reminds me of the frequent features in tabloids: "Stars, They're Just Like Us." Perhaps 

the international development field should start inverting this saying: instead it should be 

"Poor People, They're Just Like Us." 65 This is a tongue-in-cheek analysis of 

micro finance lenders, but it does have some truth to it, and we must carefully examine 

that dangerous mindset. 

The problem with such heavy reliance on capitalism theory and neoliberalism as a 

development strategy runs even deeper than changing the economic system of a country. 

It is a policy that may not easily mesh with local traditions and cultures, and in order to 

achieve the results it strives for, it must completely be entrenched in the mindsets of the 

people receiving the microcredit services. 

In a powerful critique of micro-financing, and specifically, of Grameen Bank (one 

of the largest and most successful micro finance organizations), Milford Bateman writes, 

"The more chilling reality is that those features of the Grameen Bank that are so 

attractive to the development community in the West are largely a reflection of Western 

64 Bruck, 2. 
65 Leah Stern "What do we really know about Microfinance?" http://www.poverty
action.org/node/4856 accessed March 8, 2012. 
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values, which had previously been exported around the world. Thus the indigenousness 

that the Western development community perceives is in fact what I describe as a more 

dubious hybridity that fails to incorporate the true values of the target population." 66 

This underscoring of local values in exchange for Western ideals of success is the core 

flaw of micro financing, and I will discuss these ideals further in the essay. 

During my time as an intern at Narnaste I was fortunate to witness some of the 

education sessions that this micro finance organization provides as part of the package 

included in the loan. That is part of the reason that the organization stands out as an 

NGO among MFls, which are micro finance institutions that solely provide loans to 

borrowers. Rather than just providing a loan, Namaste requires the clients to meet with 

business advisors on ways to discuss the growth of their business and receive specific 

feedback in order to increase profits. Additionally, the clients receive monthly 

educational sessions as an entire group and those sessions include lectures on financial 

literacy, advertising, etc. 

While sitting in on those sessions I realized that concepts that may corne 

naturally to those who were born and grew up in developed countries, for example, the 

United States, do not naturally corne to those who live outside of those countries (in this 

case, specifically Guatemala). Therefore, notions such as attempting to increase 

customer satisfaction in order to have more revenue may be engrained in our minds, but 

not in the minds of those receiving micro finance services. 

Grarneen Bank outlines some of these notions in the "Sixteen Decisions" which 

are basically social and academic goals that the Grarneen Bank attempts to implement 

66 Bateman, 66. 
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with its provision of microfinance (as Namaste does). Bateman writes, "Many have 

praised the 16 Decisions and similar social development efforts by microcredit programs 

as techniques for teaching and enforcing social norms in the context of the financial 

transaction. Such norms include 'selfrespect,' 'self-reliance,' and 'work ethic." 67 Not 

only does the Bank provide financial services, but they are also trying to impose social 

norms that are seen as advanced by Western ideas. However, many of the borrowers do 

not adhere to these principles, even as they partake in the financial services. According 

to Bateman, " In general the picture that emerges is that borrowers simply don't comply 

with directives that are at odds with their social or cultural norms." 68 As is evidenced, 

it is not an easy task to change the cultural beliefs of those receiving financial help, which 

is what the micro finance organizations strive to do as part of their general development 

plan. 

This is not to say that all people living in the developing countries do not possess 

the "entrepreneuralistic spirit", or that they aren't self-driven. The problem is the fact 

that the world order has placed them in a place where it is difficult for them to be 

successful with their drive and ideas. We must also keep in mind that not all people are 

born to be entrepreneurs, and that at times, borrowers aren't asking for the money for 

entrepreneuralistic purposes, because at times, they desperately need money for other 

things. According to a report analyzing the success of microfinance in random samples, 

67 Bateman, 71. 
68 Ibid, 72. 
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"Poor households clearly have other financial needs that go beyond working capital loans 

to microentrepreneurs. ,,69 

In order to be "successful" by capitalist's standards, business owners in the 

developing world must learn to think like capitalists. Ultimately, in order to be 

successful and basically survive in today's global capitalist economy, a capitalist mindset 

is essential for business owners, whether small, or large. 

One such mindset and cultural value of capitalist societies is individualism and 

the strife for personal gains and success. Harvey writes, "The neo-liberal state 

emphasizes the importance of personal and individual freedom, liberty, and 

responsibility, particularly in the market place. Social success or failure is therefore 

interpreted in terms of personal entrepreneurial virtues." 70 

During the introduction of SIMME by the Guatemalan government, the 

statements put out by the government officials in regards to microfinance and SIMME 

were drenched in the capitalistic spirit. It seems as though through newspapers and the 

conferences the government was holding, it was attempting to encourage the population 

to think like entrepreneurs, and work as individuals, rather those part of communities. 

F or example, in an announcement put out to the general public by the Secretary of Public 

Relations of the President of the Republic celebrating the First Festival of the 

Microenterprise, the President of the Association of Micro Businesses made a statement 

that sounded oddly in tune with neoliberalist values. Mariano Leonel Sosa Martinez 

boasted, "Esta es una muestra fehaciente de que los guatemaltecos no necesitamos del 

69 Jonathan Bauchet, Cristobal Marshall, Laura Starita, Jeanette Thomas, and Anna 
Yalouris, "Latest Findings from Randomized Evaluations of Microfinance", Access to 
Finance Forum, Consultative Group to Assist the Poor, 2011, 1. 
70 Harvey, 27. 
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Gobierno para hacer las cosas, ya que esta demostrado que el sector privado constituye 

un enorme potencial de recursos, energia, ideas, y espiritu de superaci6n y desarrollo." 71 

(English translation: This is irrefutable proof that (we) Guatemalans do not need the 

government to do things, it is already being demonstrated that the private sector has a 

huge potential of resources, energy, ideas, and the spirit of improvement and 

development). Martinez claimed that the Guatemalan people do not need the government 

to do anything - they themselves have a potential to move the country to development. 

This statement reveals most of the principles that capitalism and neoliberalism stand for: 

less government involvement, more individual entrepreneurs who are innovative, 

energetic, and motivated to promote development - entrepreneurs who function as 

individuals and value individualism. 

In some traditional cultures and indigenous communities, this concept of 

individualism clashes with the traditional values, and is difficult to embrace. This is 

especially true in the case of Guatemala and Mayan culture, where the well-being of the 

community and environment is valued over individual pursuits. Monsefior Alvaro 

Ramazzini, Bishop of San Marcos and President of the Catholic Bishops' Conference of 

Guatemala concisely summarizes the problem with Western ideals in Guatemalan 

cultures when he says, "I am more and more convinced that we shouldn't follow the 

examples of development of Europe and the United States. It's true that they provide a 

certain degree of well-being but we are seeing that in the long run this is at the expense of 

the environment and all that is natural - life is becoming increasingly artificial. 

71 Secretarfa de Relaciones Publicas Presidencia de Ia Republica, 28 de Augosto de 
1987. 
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Development in our mountain regions must be based on knowledge of and respect for the 

cultural values of the people who live there." 72 

Although Monsefior Alvaro Ramizzini is speaking of development in more 

general terms than the micro finance organizations this essay is discussing, the same idea 

can be applied to the microfinance topic, which is clearly based on Western ideals. The 

microfinance model of success obviously goes against the cultural values of people who 

receive the help, and this is definitely true in the case of women in Guatemala. 

Microfinance organizations that attempt to help Guatemalan women through the 

specific targeting of this population impose Western ideals of women's empowerment. 

Furthermore, these organizations target women as major actors in economic 

development, as opposed to solely attempt to empower them socially and academically. 

During the 1980s, gender was introduced into development work, including into 

micro finance organizations. Proponents argued that women needed to be included as part 

of the broader formal economy. Kilby writes that the general consensus of the 

development community was that "The structural adjustment programs of the time were 

economically inefficient and that the only way poor countries could progress was that if 

women were brought into the economic 'mix' ... " Therefore, "This argument supported 

the broader neo-liberal paradigm, and moved to having women treated as individual 

producers and consumers." 73 This presents a problem in a number of ways. Women are 

being sucked into the larger capitalist structure of producers and consumers, and while 

72 Wendy Tyndale, "Mayan and Catholic Spiritual Traditions: A Foundation for 
Development in the Mountains of Guatemala," Mountain Research and Development 
26,4 (November 2006): 315. 
73 Patrick Kilby and Kate Olivieri, "Gender and Australian Aid Policy: Can Women's 
Rights be Advanced Within a Neo-Liberal Framework?" Australian Journal of 
International Affairs 62, 3 (September 2008): 4. 
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this is disguised as human rights and women's empowerment, they are being stripped of 

human rights. 

Relation to Hegemonic/ Subaltern Societies 

It is unquestionable that capitalism and neoliberalism are the hegemonic actors in 

today's world, leaving most people who are part of that structure in a subaltern position. 

The definition of subaltern according to Ranajit Guha, is "a name for the general attribute 

of subordination ... whether this is expressed in terms of class, caste, age, gender, and 

office, or in any other way." Guha especially stresses the cultural and economic 

determinants of identity, in our case of the exploration of microfinance; "economic" 

determinants are the focus point. 74 Those living in poverty are economically subaltern, 

and in order to escape the poverty, they must break out of their position in the large 

hegemonic landscape. Microfinance may strive to give them the tools to do so, but how 

many people do actually succeed? In order to become successful in terms of the 

micro finance organizations, they must become entrepreneurs, but this entrepreneuristic 

mindset is simply not part of the local culture (currently). If they do become 

entrepreneurs and are successful in the current hegemony, they will be forced to 

withdraw from their local and original culture. And even if they do achieve high status 

and power in the current hegemony, are they really advancing the subaltern society, or 

further re-enforcing hegemonic ideals? Unfortunately, the answer to that question is the 

latter, and this has devastating cultural effects on today's subaltern societies. 

74 John Beverly, Subalternity and Representation: Arguments in Cultural Theory 
(Duke University Press, 1999), 26. 
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Cultural Consequences 

As traditional communities that are forced to be subaltern by capitalist hegemonic 

power are integrated into the global community and become "successful" by hegemonic 

standards, they face cultural consequences, such as changes in the original traditions, and 

trends toward globalization and consumerism. 

There are many physically tangible examples of the changing traditional Mayan 

culture in Guatemala as we can see when we visit the "Artisans Market" in Antigua. 

Traditional items such as beautiful whipiles are being sold as commercialized products to 

European and American tourists. It is almost as if the traditional Mayan culture is 

commercialized in order to make profits. When I walked through the market, I saw so 

many traditional patters on items that attempt to mimic the ones I see back home, in the 

United States, for example, purses, make up bags, and wallets. It is difficult to imagine a 

true Mayan woman using these, and in my experience of visiting the homes of many 

Mayan women during the micro finance loan and education meetings, I never saw them 

using any of the items that are claimed to be traditionally Mayan at the Mercado de 

Artesanias or Chichicastenango. Though I am sad to admit, when shopping for friends 

and family back home, I often reached for the Americanized "native" items, knowing that 

if I bought something truly native, it wouldn't be used by my family or trendy friends. 

Therefore, I do understand the drive to commercialize and Americanize traditional items 

~ it is a drive to make enough profits from international markets in order to survive. 

Though micro finance organizations do not playa direct role in influencing the 

culture to change and become more consumerist, they indirectly contribute to this 

process, by pushing for economic success through strategies such as marketing, labeling, 
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and advertising. These strategies were directly taught in the Namaste academic sessions 

that I visited. Part of the business plan of many microfinance organizations is to 

diversify products to increase profits, and in today's global climate, Guatemalan products 

must be diversified to fit the "current trends." Certain studies explicitly claim, "Future 

competitiveness of the Guatemalan textile handicrafts value chain depends on how well 

micro entrepreneurs at the producer level are able to respond to changing market 

demands." 75 This sentence sums up the cultural effects of microfinance. Guatemalan 

people who use micro finance in order to lift themselves out of poverty must respond to 

global demands in order to be successful in today's world, even if it changes their culture 

to become more consumerist, and more connected to "market demands." 

CHAPTERS 

ECONOMIC CRITIQUES 

We can explore the economic critiques of micro finance lending in Guatemala in 

two ways: on the individual level (microeconomics) and on the larger, national scale 

(macroeconomics). Both levels are equally important, and we will find that there are 

more positive outcomes on the microeconomic level, as opposed to the macroeconomic. 

On the microeconomic level, the criticism of microfinance is based primarily on 

the fact that some people end up in more debt than they had at the beginning of the loan 

period, and their business is no further along than before. Carrato writes, "A few of the 

interviews remind us of the pitfalls that accompany microfinance: that the money is not a 

75 Elizabeth Dunn and Lillian Villeda. ((Weaving Mico and Small Enterprises Into 
Global Value Chains: The Case of Guatemalan Textile Handicrafts." (USAID: July 
2005): 7. 
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grant, it is debt. ... However, when microenterprises go bad and expected profits do not 

materialize, the women must still find a way to pay back the loans." 76 This critique is 

present in all research of micro finance, whether it is done in Africa, Latin America, or 

Asia, and it occurs quite often. Poor people living in debt to loan collectors in Third 

World countries is reminiscent of consumers living off of credit cards in First World 

countries, as result of a capitalism. We encountered a more in-depth critique of capitalist 

notions in the micro finance industry in the previous chapter. 

In my interviews with the Guatemalan women receiving loans from Namaste, 

none of the women mentioned that they were in higher debt than before. This can be 

attributed to the extra steps Namaste staff takes to ensure that the loans are paid off: 

primarily, Namaste carefully determines the amount each borrower receives (usually, it is 

around 1000 Quetzales, which is roughly $130.00), the loan interest rate is only at 2%, 

and of course, there are monthly business meetings with an advisor who provides 

motivation and makes sure the money is spent on the business. The women who borrow 

from Namaste are not allowed to receive a second Namaste loan until the first is paid off, 

though they are able to receive loans from other micro finance organizations. 

The businesses the Namaste supports include variety of small restaurants, 

convenience shops, second hand clothing stands, and growing of vegetables or raising of 

chickens. Therefore, the $130.00 is spent on products to boost the business: the purchase 

of more chickens or second-hand clothing, ingredients for the restaurant, etc. One 

woman ran an Internet cafe and wanted to buy another computer. Though a few of the 

women complained to me that the amount of money they received from Namaste was too 

76 Carrato, 286. 
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little, everyone else agreed that one of the best things about borrowing from Namaste was 

the small interest rate. 

On the macroeconomic level, we can explore the scope of micro finance in a 

number of ways. It is crucial to remember, that not all people can be helped by micro loan 

organizations and that the poorest of the poor do not own any businesses, and therefore, 

cannot apply for loans. 77 Therefore, it is impossible to argue that micro finance can 

alleviate poverty and reach all poor people. 

Microfinance proponents suggest that microfinance eventually leads to more jobs 

and improves the local economy. According to Bernd Balkenhol, a researcher for the 

Microcredit Summit, MFIs such as Accion and Opportunity International see their work 

as contributing to local development, and they believe that "By helping a poor family to 

increase their income, micro-enterprise development has an immediate and lasting impact 

on quality of life- the ability to afford food, shelter, education, and health care. As 

business income increases, the business is able to expand, and the effect spreads beyond 

the family into the local community, through employment and contribution to the local 

economy. Thus, the benefits of micro-enterprise development help grow not just 

businesses, but stronger communities a well." 78 Unfortunately, this is an idealized view. 

While the first part of this statement is correct - yes, micro-enterprise 

development has an immediate effect on the quality of life, the lasting impact is 

debatable. Most of the Guatemalan women who were receiving loans from Namaste had 

received other loans before (for example from Genesis), and were planning on receiving 

77 Vatta, 433. 
78 Bernd Balkenhol, "The Impact of Microfinance on Employment: What do we 
know?" , Social Finance Program, Paper prepared for the Global Microcredit Summit 
(http://www .microcreditsummit. orglpapersl AssocsessionlBalkenho I. pdf). 
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loans in the future - which is evidence that receiving one loan from a micro finance 

organization does not secure your future and place you on the path to self-sufficient, 

economic success. The creation of jobs aspect is even more debatable. I spoke with 

twelve Guatemalan women who were getting loans from Namaste and none of them 

mentioned hiring any employees. In fact, most of the women receiving loans were self

employed, and barely had enough time to take out of their business day to come to the 

loan meetings. Thelma, one of the women who I spoke with mentioned that she had to 

close her store in order to come to the meeting. Clearly, these women are not hiring new 

employees. 

Although well-meaning, the directors of microfinance institutions who believe 

that microfinance is the solution to job creation and improvement of local economies are 

very far removed from the reality of daily life in the communities they are trying to help. 

Microfinance can be part of the solution, and does lead to some positive change, for some 

specific people, but in order for true development to occur, other efforts must be put 

forth. 

In the case of Guatemala, I ultimately learned that long lasting and effective 

economic change is not possible without concrete structural changes in the Guatemalan 

economy and government, and then, on a larger scale, complete structural changes in the 

global economy. These changes include more opportunities education, the international 

banking/loan system, and less political corruption, among other high-reaching goals. 

In Guatemala, the main issue that has plagued the economic wellbeing of most 

families ever since the colonization period is land. Besides those living in large cities, 

most of the population historically relied on land for survival, and yet, for most of 
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Guatemala's history, only a few rich families/companies owned a substantial amount of 

land. "For many families in these communities, they own insufficient land for milpa 

production that can produce enough food to feed their families. This brings a far more 

serious and direct connection to reliance on a cash economy." 79 The reliance on a cash 

economy means reliance on jobs outside of the milpa, outside of the home - basically, 

wage labor. Therefore in order to increase economic wellbeing for the majority of 

Guatemalans there are two options: a fundamental land reform, or the creation of 

profitable wage jobs. 

As we witnessed earlier, historically, the only time a Guatemalan president 

attempted to enact agrarian reforms (see chapter 3), he was quickly removed from power 

by foreign governments committed to enforcing capitalist structures in the world order. 

The dictators that followed Jacobo Arbenz to power quickly overturned his land reforms, 

and followed a capitalist agenda to please foreign investors. 

When the Guatemalan Civil War ended and the Peace Accords were signed in 

1996, it was hoped that it meant social justice as well as economic improvement for the 

general population. Alvaru Arzu, the President of Guatemala in 1996, signed a Land 

Accord in which claimed that "Land is central to the problems of rural development. 

From the conquest to the present, historic events, often tragic, have left deep traces in the 

ethnic, social and economic relations concerning property and land use. These have led 

to a situation of concentration of resources, which contrasts with the poverty of the 

majority and hinders the development of Guatemala as a whole. It is essential to redress 

79 Carrato, 279. 
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and overcome this legacy." 80 And so, it seemed that the Arzu government was pledging 

to help rural Guatemalans by redistribution of resources. 

However, according to George Lovell, this redistribution of resources did not 

occur, and an agenda for genuine structural reform was missing. Furthermore, the Arzu 

government continued to exacerbate the economic inequalities by supporting the 

capitalist world order. Lovell writes, "In 1997, the PAN government committed itself to 

deepening and consolidating a long-delayed program ofneo-liberal transformation not in 

order to democratize and develop Guatemala but to secure it for global capitalism. 

PAN's neo-liberal agenda steered clear of policies such as agrarian reform and 

redistributive measures that could ameliorate current social conditions. " Under Arzu, as 

state enterprises were sold off, as an aggressive new financial sector with ties abroad 

entrenched and enriched itself, and as the national currency, the quetzal, plummeted in a 

spiral of impoverishing devaluation, the lives of most Guatemalans deteriorated even 

further." 81 

Although micro finance is attempting to alleviate poverty and prevent the 

deterioration of human lives, it is still functioning in a larger system that must be changed 

for genuine poverty alleviation to occur. It can be argued that the reason micro finance is 

so popular is because it goes hand in hand with the capitalistic world order and offers a 

solution to poverty that doesn't challenge capitalism. However, as history has proven, 

the current global economic structures are not favorable to the majority of the population, 

and poverty is continually increasing, even with various development strategies, such as 

80 Lovell, p. 155. 
81 ibid, p.154. 
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microfinance. We must dig further, and make the structural changes that are needed for 

larger economic success for all human beings. 

Conclusion 

Just as with international development in general, we can view all types of 

microfinance projects through two lenses. Ferguson writes, "On the one hand, 

'development' is used to mean the process of transition or transformation toward a 

modem, capitalist, industrial economy - 'modernization,' 'capitalist development,' 'the 

development of the forces of production,' etc. The second meaning, much in vogue from 

the mid 1970s onward, defines itself in terms of 'quality oflife' and 'standard of living,' 

and refers to the reduction or amelioration of poverty and material want." 82 This same 

theory applies to microfinance: it is a double-edged sword, one that may give tools to 

improve the quality of life of certain individuals, but may also force them to be caught up 

in the whirlwind capitalist, hegemonic, Neo-liberal society of today. It is an unfortunate 

effect that changes cultures, but quality of life is just as crucial, and if microfinance 

organizations at least improve quality of life for certain individuals, their attempts are a 

worthwhile and important effort. I have always believed that if you help at least one 

person, your efforts are priceless, just as one single human life is priceless. 

Microfinance can be a useful tool in development, yet those who work in such 

organizations must always keep the theoretical criticisms in mind, and continue to work 

on improving the structures that lead to the need for micro finance in the first place, rather 

than reinforcing them by incorporating people into those structures. True social justice 

82 Ferguson, 15. 
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and economic equality must stem from changes and efforts at a deeper level, and must 

come from the close examination of what causes the economic inequalities at the root, 

and more specifically, political policies that favor certain groups and not others. Marullo 

and Edwards write, "When one's goal is social justice, one attempts to alter the structural 

or institutional practices that produce excessive or unjustified inequalities among 

individuals or that treat people unfairly ... " 83 If the goal of development institutions is to 

increase economic equality and achieve social justice, they must do so by getting more 

closely involved in making concrete structural changes in economic and political policies. 

Though micro finance organizations do cause some positive changes in local societies 

with underdeveloped economies, and they do aid particular individuals, they must only be 

used as a supplemental development strategy in conjunction with greater structural 

reforms. 

83 Marullo and Edwards, "From Charity to Justice: The Potential of University
Community Collaboration for Change." The American Behavioral Scientist (43:5), 
200: 895-912. 
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